
COBWA Objects extract and their meaning…some insights to their purpose. 

(a) Promote an organic industry that enhances the wellness of people and the earth, 
 

[Captures the core integrity and ethos of the organic and or biodynamic production system and its values i.e. care for 
people, care for the earth.    A strong founding statement to establish a point of difference with and in respect of its 

unique production system and purpose over and above others] 

 

(b) Promote certified organic food and fibre production and processing systems as a measure of product 
integrity and quality, 
 

[Captures the intent to aspire and be disciplined as producers to supply high standard verifiable product i.e. certified 

organic/ biodynamic product to the market. The statement is also aligned with the ordinary membership class] 

 

(c) Gain and disseminate knowledge for the betterment of certified organic farm systems and practices to 
Producers, Handlers, Processors and Consumers, 
 

[Captures the intent to be enquiring and build knowledge that is to be shared for the betterment of the organic/ 

biodynamic industry and its consumers. The statement embodies shared activity/ connection/ education and 

communication values etc] 

 

(d) Advance the agro-ecological values of organic farm systems and practices to deliver lasting 
biodiversity and or heritage outcomes through respectful management of nature’s air, land, water 
and biota resources. 
 

[Captures the belief that organic/ biodynamic productions systems are leaders in environmental stewardship as the 

production ethics are founded on the respectful use of nature’s gifts. The word ‘heritage’ is to mean places and or 

peoples i.e. the ‘culture’ in agriculture and a need to context and carriage traditional knowledge for the benefit of the 

future. 

 

This statement also establishes ‘a point of difference’ i.e. a production system ‘attuned’ to nature and its rhythms therefore 

strategically positions the entity to attract support and resourcing from private and public sources as the 

negative impacts of other systems will demand change for the good] 

 

(e) Expound organic farm systems and practices to deliver innovative carbon farming and climate 
change adaptation outcomes. 
 

[Captures the intent to be at the forefront of emerging global needs to reduce emissions and have a production system 

robust to climate change. Though arguably a subset of the Object (d) above the statement specifically and strategically 

positions the entity to attract future support and resourcing from private and public sources as society grapples with 

this challenge- the new entity shines a strong light for achievable and meaningful change] 

 

(f) Advocate nature based science and research to advance organic farm systems and their practices 
 

[Supports the call for greater R&D in the organic / biodynamic sector that is systems based and founded in the natural 

realm – such as advocated by Rudolf Steiner in the biodynamic agricultural system.    R&D in the organic / biodynamic 

sector is way under resourced and needs correction for the betterment of all] 

 

(g) Link organic value chain to deliver reliability of supply and quality to meet industry needs and 
market demand, 
 

[This object supports the need for the organic/ biodynamic industry to be receptive, enterprising, work together, build 

relationships and be strong in unity. The statement also is inclusive recognising the importance and needs of the value 

chain and consumers alike] 

 

(h) Undertake all other matters deemed to be of the betterment of these objectives. 
 

[This object recognises that the organic/ biodynamic representative entity needs to be dynamic and remain flexible to 

change therefore the statement has a ‘overarching’ theme to facilitate this proactive and or reactive capacity] 

 

 

Important note: 

The word ‘organic’ in the objects text is literal in meaning and encompasses organic and or biodynamic equally and 

without bias.  The need for a succinct less wordy and promotable objects statement has facilitated its use though 

‘organic/biodynamic’ can also suffice.  This interpretation is consistence with the current terminology of the entities draft governing 

rules. 


